CSUF Re-entry Team Structure (COVID-19)

-REPORTING TO CABINET-
RE-ENTRY LEADERSHIP TEAM (RLT)
CO-CHAIRS: M.FILOWITZ (AA) / V.VIGIL (SA)
T.GARCIA (HRDI), R.HIDALGO (IT), A.NORTH (A&F), E.TREANOR (UA)
ADVISORY: M.BECERRA, J.BEISNER, P.BOELTER

RE-ENTRY WORKGROUPS – CHAIRS/CO-CHAIRS

INFECTIOUS DISEASES WORKGROUP – M.BECERRA/ P.BOELTER

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS WORKGROUP – M.FILOWITZ/ E.BANKS

STUDENT AFFAIRS WORKGROUP – L.MARTIN/ V.VIGIL

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION WORKGROUP – B.PORTER

ADMINISTRATIVE WORKGROUP – T.GARCIA/ A.NORTH

EVENTS WORKGROUP – M.COUGHLIN/ T.FRANDSEN

OC HEALTH LIAISON – M. BECERRA

RISK MANAGEMENT – J.BEISNER/ A.GROGAN (ADVISORY)
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